Black Swans

The Black Swan while a beautiful bird, can also represent so much more. In the middle ages seeing a black swan would have been an auger of doom as they were convinced only white swans existed (and killed any evil back bird). However they were found in Australia in the 17th century....when they world thought they did not exist. This type of history leading to a type of event or theorem, called Black Swan event. Such event is positive or negative, that is deemed improbably, yet causes massive consequences. In disaster management planning, they actually refer to the need to be aware that Black Swan event can occur...but generally unable to prepare for them. This view of course contrary to the fact that a highly improbably but massive event, can be dealt with by a God’s who is the master of making the impossible possible, and silencing the massive forces.

Tsunamis!

Why mention all this, because over the last number of years, there have been a number of visions, dreams, and prophetic words relating to Tsunamis and Australia. Personally Abigail and I have had a few dreams that speak of the Tsunami being a powerful force that sweeps all in its way, and yet brings cleansing. Other dreams/visions have spoken the Church, prepared, being a safe place in such storms. There have of course, being prophetic words about Tsunami of His Spirit bring revival to the nation. Thus the Black Swan again...massive, consequential waves and storm(s) coming that apparently bring both good and “bad”.

Some two years ago a prophetic revelation (See attachment 2) spoke of waves striking the Gold Coast, that will bring cleansing to the area, ridding them of crime, and the call to go deeper to find the true gold..deeper into Christ, to harvest the nations coming to the area..sensing this relates to the Commonwealth Games (2016), and maybe the G20 conference (2014).

And things become more interesting

During 2013 a number of events, dreams, and prophetic words, seem to have indicated a nearing and new sense of urgency to respond to the above.

In a time of prophetic intercession in early May with a group associated with the healing rooms, a couple of clear messages emerged:

*Tsunami of His Spirit – mighty move of God coming like a Tsunami; Touching all in its path, sweeping away those who cannot move with it (smashing inflexible structures), and yet touching/blessing many outside the church – while many within seem to miss out on blessing because they are not open to the new move. God is doing much shaking to remove things, loosen things ready for the Tsunami. Removing many things we find security in (other than God).

*Angelic swirl – around a portal/well of heaven’ A strong sense of a powerful swirl.

During intercession as a team prior to the Healing Rooms Conference later in May, and for Heidi Baker who was speaking, a clear picture emerged (See also her prophecy for Australia in Attachment 2). This was also, quite independently confirmed in word brought by Heidi at the conference. The sense of this is summarised as follows.
The Lord will come forth in this nation as a Tsunami – powerful, unrelenting, catching up so many, washing away debris, it will be messy. Those who hearts have not be open to be worked on by Christ, or not received Him, will be decimated by the power of this “suddenly” (particularly those in the church).

It will also be like an inland Tsunami, breaking forth like a dam burst, sudden downpour, like the breaking forth of a dam’s walls being breached – even by dam busters. These dam busters being heavenly squadrons flying low and slow, releasing bouncing bombs that break open the hearts to release the well spring, and break the structures that destroy/hinder/restrain the move of God in the church.

The move is also bringing rivers in the wilderness. A new thing, a breaking forth in the desert, where flowing rivers of life giving waters come from the very throne of God, with healing of the nations, and a place of abundant fish (Is. 43:19-21). Like geysers, fountains breaking forth – unblocked ancient wells, breaking forth in the desert. The breaking forth of an ancient river of creation (Gen. 2:11-14; Dan. 10:4-6; Ezek. 47; Rev. 22; Is. 35).

Many fishes – abundant life in the river, with fishes of many kinds, many colours. Need to be open to the many types who will come in and through this move of God – the flood of His presence.

In the wake of the Tsunami of God many fish left flaying on the beach, and so need to be able to collect them. Other will be left high and dry, as they did not flow with the water.

**Urgency**

In June of this year I had a prophetic dream that spoke of visiting the coast in Australia (and maybe other places), and that while there finding a storm surge coming with a cyclone, that threaten to swamp the house people were in, and while destructive those who followed the leading to be “low” (humble), and to gather as led feeding on God, would survive an otherwise destructive force..that was cleansing.

In late October Abigail has a dream about being been caught up with Tsunami while in a car, with such pressure and yet surviving the beautiful, green, powerful wave of water. Two days later Ps. Danny Nalaliah send out information about a dream he had that was similar, and at the same time another vision/dream occur on the coast in NT. I have attached these three, which confirm a powerful Tsunami, with a call to intercession and repentance...one which could avoid the dark force, and yet see outbreak of Holy Spirit fire. God has three different people, who have never spoken, to receive a dream so clearly, and yet also release fire in one. See Attachment 1 for the detail of the three.

Then on 9 November a massive cyclone strikes the Philippines, possibly the largest in the world.
Signs that make you wonder?

So as we ponder the question, can a Tsunami really be coming, and at once be both good and bad; or are we really seeing two waves..one from the enemy, the other from God. Let us consider the following.

A church (Pour It Out) on the Sunshine Coast, established only in the last year or so, has a strong prophetic message and at its heart the passion and honour for the presence of God. This church has as its symbol, the following image.

The meaning behind this orange swirl is described in full here (), but part of it includes the following. The design also represents a wave. A key verse of Pour It Out is Isaiah 59:19 NIV which says, “…for He will come like a pent-up flood, that the breath of the Lord drives along”. This orange swirl speaks of the pent-up flood of His Spirit and an unprecedented harvest that is increasingly being released. Waves of His Glory and power and love taking us into new realms with Him. With the added clarity, We, along with many other respected and established ministries, have been prophesying that a TSUNAMI WAVE of REVIVAL is about to sweep across this GREAT SOUTH LAND of THE HOLY SPIRIT, and we’ve had increasing urgency to prepare and build a place to host REVIVAL and the manifest GLORY OF GOD. This message is something that has been prophesied, and one there is a strong sense of God about.

What is interesting is how this image is seen as a wave, but consider the following images.

These images show major tropical cyclones that also brought storm surge waves like Tsunamis; at once powerful, and cleansing, but also devastating.
Houses of Prayer

For many years now both Abigail and I have heard the yearning of God, like many, to see His house be one of His presence, and as proclaimed in the bible (and passionately defended by Christ Jesus, one that is the House of Prayer for all nations. Such places also know as Bethel, the resting pace of His presence, open windows to heaven where angels ascend and descend. In recent years there has been a specific sense that these places are sanctuaries of God...as in the Holy of holies, and also sanctuaries for His people...and all. Church on the hill, a refuge from the storms, where you meet with God. Such imagery also coming in a couple of dreams.

As dreams have unfolded, and revelation, there has been a leading to see such Houses of Prayer established on the coastlands, being places of intercession for the nation, drawing a boundary line across the nation, and perhaps even constructing the walls and gates to the nation...joining together the churches who have a passion for Christ, honour each other, and prioritise His presence and leading. At the very least Houses of God being places of refuges, and also places of prophetic intercessory prayer and counsel, watching over the nation., with many along the coast lines.

In some ways the images below are a picture of such refuges. The House of God standing strong despite the storm and wave.
Praise from the coastlands

10 Sing to the LORD a new song,
And His praise from the ends of the earth,
You who go down to the sea, and all that is in it,
You coastlands and you inhabitants of them!
11 Let the wilderness and its cities lift up their voice,
The villages that Kedar inhabits.
Let the inhabitants of Sela sing,
Let them shout from the top of the mountains.
12 Let them give glory to the LORD,
And declare His praise in the coastlands.
13 The LORD shall go forth like a mighty man;
He shall stir up His zeal like a man of war.
He shall cry out, yes, shout aloud;
He shall prevail against His enemies.

Here in Isaiah 42 there is a strong sense of the call to the coastland...to bring praises from the ends of the earth. The call is to lift up our voices in praise and prayer to see the Lord vanquish the enemy. As others have also seen, a call to gather around the fire of His presence, as one with the Spirit of God, and raising a banner that harkens the army of the Lord...for they come to His banner, and cause the enemy to flee.

This call has another edge, to gatherings on the coastlands, to take up a prophetic and intercessory watch, standing in the gap for this nation, preparing for or stopping the advancing Tsunami, praying as led by the Holy Spirit. There is to a strong sense of a call to repentance, and a cleansing of the heart for a fresh devotion to our Lord.

Three final words

12 Then Jesus went into the temple of God and drove out all those who bought and sold in the temple, and overturned the tables of the money changers and the seats of those who sold doves. 13 And He said to them, "It is written, 'My house shall be called a house of prayer,' but you have made it a 'den of thieves.' (Matthew 21)

7 Even them I will bring to My holy mountain, And make them joyful in My house of prayer. Their burnt offerings and their sacrifices will be accepted on My altar; For My house shall be called a house of prayer for all nations."
8 The Lord GOD, who gathers the outcasts of Israel, says, "Yet I will gather to him Others besides those who are gathered to him." (Isaiah 56)

27 And in these days prophets came from Jerusalem to Antioch. 28 Then one of them, named Agabus, stood up and showed by the Spirit that there was going to be a great famine throughout all the world, which also happened in the days of Claudius Caesar. 29 Then the disciples, each according to his ability, determined to send relief to the brethren dwelling in Judea. 30 This they also did, and sent it to the elders by the hands of Barnabas and Saul. (Acts 11)
Attachment 1 – Four Tsunami/Storm Wave Dreams

Abigail Beswick – 29 October 2013

On 31st October 2013, we (Brian, Abigail and Jemimah) were down on the Gold Coast as Brian had a work conference. At 3.00am that morning I (Abigail) woke up following a very disturbing dream ..... There was a Tsunami wave that hit the Gold Coast and we were caught up in it. We were in a car and the wave came right on top of us in the car. There was intense pressure over us, and all around us to the point that we despaired for our lives, but somehow the wave did not crush us and we survived. (I don’t actually have words to describe how intense and unbearable the pressure of the wave upon us, felt in the dream.) Strangely in the middle of all this I noticed how beautiful the water in the wave was. The water was the most beautiful green I had ever seen, and also the clearest and most pure I had ever seen...... At that point I work up literally gasping for breath.

If I am honest I don’t really have a strong understanding of what the dream is all about. I don’t know if it is related to pastor Danny’s dream or not.

Praying about the dream afterwards I do feel that it is a ‘warning/call to prayer’ dream for our Nation (at least for me anyway). I felt it was somehow linked to the Church in this Nation. Also I was pondering a link with the G20 summit in Brisbane next year and the Commonwealth Games on the Gold Coast in 2016 ?? Not sure how it all ties in.

Ps Danny Nahliah – 1 November 2013

After ten days of prayer and sharing with my ministry team, I really feel that I need to send this email out, so that, if nothing else, we can pray for our nation.

On Friday the 1st of November 2013 at around 3am, I woke up very disturbed as I had a dream that I was in a massive Tsunami wave being tossed and turned around, but eventually ended up far inland on a street. In my dream, although I had survived the wave, I noticed that many people who were on the beach were not to be seen, so I rushed back to look for them. The water had receded but I knew there was not much time left before a second wave came, which was bigger than the first one.

Suddenly, as I was looking for people I happened to step on something which was covered in sand. As I moved the sand, there was a person lying buried under the sand. I quickly decided to do CPR and the person came back to life. Then I noticed many people were buried under the sand and needed urgent attention. One side of me was feeling like leaving the place and running for safety because the next wave was coming soon, but I could not leave the people.

Then I woke up from the dream and spent much time in prayer. After about 2 hours I went back to sleep and woke up at 6am with a second dream. In this dream I saw boats sinking and many people dying. Families were separated and there was much weeping.

The scene changed and we were in a boat off the coast of QLD closer to the Great Carrier Reef. We were a group of Christians repenting and praying. At the same time many Christians were standing all around Australia on the beach repenting, praying and worshipping God. Then I saw groups of Christians going to detention centres, repenting, praying and asking forgiveness from the people who have come on boats.
Interpretation

All day I asked the Lord what the interpretation was. That night I was with many others at our monthly 1st Friday RUA prayer meeting and as we were worshipping the Lord, He gave me the interpretation for both dreams.

The first dream was God showing the condition of the Church in Australia.

The Tsunami waves of the spirit of the world had so swept the church, that the people of God were buried by the things of the world, blinded to the Truth and desperately needed CPR in the spirit to resurrect them.

Then I realized that we so often confess that we need revival. This is so true and is why we cry out to the Lord to revive our spirits which are spiritually cold, lukewarm and almost dead. Revival is resuscitating a spiritually cold, lukewarm and almost dead Christian and Church.

There was a real urgency as there was a second wave coming soon. If we as the Church do not wake up now, it might be a bit too late.

Then the Lord showed me that there was much intercessory prayer and repentance needed on Australian soil and sea, as many lives are being lost.

Many of the people from the Islands were kidnapped and brought on boats to work on our sugarcane farms by the first foreign settlers.

Then today many who come on boats have lost their lives in the sea. Families are torn apart. Irrespective of who is right or who is wrong, there has been much offence carried in the hearts of many towards the nation of Australia.

Many who have been turned back and others in detention centres feel rejected by their country of birth and Australia. Where there are offences, Satan finds a legal doorway to cause much harm and destroy. Carrying offences is like having poison in your body, as it is Satan’s minefield.

Action plan

In obedience to the prophetic dreams from the Lord we at CTFM will carry out a spiritual warfare operation from 19th to 24th March 2014 across Australia calling on Christians to pray and repent for the following areas, focusing mainly on offences.

1) Families which were separated when they were sent out of UK to Australia.
2) Children who were sent off to Australia from the UK.
3) Unfair treatment to Indigenous Australians by first foreign settlers.
4) People brought by force to work on our land Australia.
5) For the boat people and now those in detention centres.

Catch The Fire will lead a ministry team to Townsville, QLD from 19th March to 24th, 2014. During this time we will go by boat to Palm Island for 2 nights and spend 3 days on sea and land, repenting and praying. We will also carry out a strategic mission of reconciliation with Indigenous Australians.
On 22nd March I would like to encourage all Christians to take teams to the closest beach and spend the morning in worship, prayer and repentance. Please uphold this mission in prayer every day. Also, it will be great if you can visit detention centres and ask forgiveness from the people there for the way we have treated them.

I believe that this is a general warning to the Body of Christ. However, I acknowledge that there are many Christians and churches that are on fire for Jesus and I pray that we’ll all join together to reap the end-time harvest before the coming of the Lord.

**Indigenous Lady from Milingimbi (shared through Indigenous Prayer Network) – 9 November 2013**

Warmbirrirr shared this morning that on Saturday night a woman from Milingimbi who is currently staying in Darwin had the following dream:

‘There was a huge tidal wave and it came over Milingimbi and there was water everywhere pouring over Milingimbi and washing Milingimbi clean. The water was really high but the woman was up a tall tree and was watching it all happen. The water swept through Milingimbi cleaning everything. It swept through the school and there was a glass building in the school up the back and although the water went up to it, it didn’t break the glass. Paula a Yolngu teacher who is a believer was inside the room. Then the woman in the tree saw the water turn to fire and there was fire everywhere in Milingimbi. Also the woman in the tree was pregnant. Then she woke up.’ Warmbirrirr and other believers in Milingimbi believe this dream is connected with Nimindja's passing and the prophecy for Milingimbi.

Nimindja’s daughters are wanting to call all of Milingimbi and the church people to come to the church and have tea and biscuits so they can ask for forgiveness of the community and the church, to bring unity into the community. (It's like the daughters are picking up the mantle of their mother and their father, Pastor Joe, who passed away 3 years ago).

**Brian Beswick – 14 June 2013**

*In a dream, scene is a coastal town, not sure where probably Australia or Florida, sense it is the former in warmer climates, e.g. Queensland. In the dream I am seeing through the eyes of someone else. Not sure who it is, but someone tall, younger man in mid-twenties (but speaks with a similar voice to mine).*

*This person is the dream goes visiting friends in the town, trying to find them. He comes to a wooden house (white I think), with a few others already there – maybe for a birthday/party. He is told a storm is coming, but for some reason stays, probably thinking it will pass over.*

*Next thing there is water coming in to the rooms of the house/home/hotel they are in – seems to be a storm surge. Now trying to find a place to shelter as the storms seems to be getting more torrid. Via his mobile phone I (this person) is directed to go to a room, like an old fashioned dining room, to lay low and hope. The storm turns into a cyclone/tornado, and pray to Jesus Christ for help.*

*Despite being in the direct path we survive as we “keep low”. Not only surviving, but the home remaining largely intact. All thanking God.*
I believe the name of the person I am in the dream is named Tom (I think), not recognisable, but looks like people of the Gen Y category, dark hair and glasses.

In the dream there it emerges that there is an issue about resources being used to keep Bikies/criminals in order, and takes this to see such help is needed from church resources and others. [Note: This was months before any thought of a crack down of bikies on the Gold Coast and in Victoria]. These emergency services resources could be assigned to assist with disaster, but two police per bikie type resourcing (which seems odd in the dream) impacting the ability to respond to the disaster.

A strong sense this is a warning to prepare.
Attachment 2 – Prophetic Words

Through Heidi Baker – 17 May 2013 (at the Inpouring Outpouring Conference, Brisbane)

"The Lord showed me during worship... He said that Australia was going to ...woh! ... see rivers in the desert... rivers in the desert... woh! I felt like there was going to be like flooding in the natural and it has to do with the spiritual realm and...umm... that God was going to send a really big wave of His Spirit in Australia, a big wave of His Spirit like a river and...ah... there would be fish...fish...fish...fish. Umm I see, I feel like in the natural somehow there's going to be something happening in your oceans where there's fish, more fish...ah... I just see fish. It's like a sign... floods, fish and rivers in the desert... 3 signs. God's bringing a move of His Spirit...ah... a greater move of the Spirit... His Spirit in Australia and, umm, I see... woh! ... I see fish of many kinds and I see a lot of people coming into the Kingdom and ...ah... the word says.... holy... fish of many kinds. And I see different nationalities and different tribes and colours and races coming into the Kingdom in Australia. I feel like God's going to move among the indigenous people in a more powerful way. Woh! And I see the Lord just moving among the different ethnic groups and I see the Lord just bringing them together in this, like the flows of the streams of the rivers of God. And the Lord wants to do it in this nation and I feel like His people are just prepared and I hear the word 'primed', that you're primed, you're primed and ready, that you're primed and ready for a move of God. He says, 'Don't be afraid when strange fish come into your meetings.' Hey! I see people that you wouldn't normally count as friends. I see Bikers coming in... ah... people totally tattooed up. I see different nationalities. I see people in suits which is definitely not some of your tribe but I see them coming in in their suits and they're getting wrecked. I see them, umm, sitting right next to people with purple hair, green hair, piercings. I see people coming in... umm.... I even see.... this is going to freak some of you out... it's probably not even allowed in your building, but I see people like homeless people coming in with their dogs and they're sitting next to business men and business women and there's this multiplicity and this... it's very powerful and it's like Kingdom, and the Kingdom of God's breaking down the barriers between the rich and the poor, between Caucasian and Asian and Aboriginals and...umm... all different races and tribes are going to come together in Australia. Umm... it's going to be a land of great beauty in the spirit realm with...umm... beauty and diversity. By that I mean just different people groups and different peoples and they're coming together to love and praise the Lord and people are letting down their guard. They're saying, 'Welcome'. Kind of...ah... I see some ushers like... you know... it's really funny. I was greeted tonight and someone had a big bucket of mints........ I saw these people taking whole fistfuls of mints and stuffing them in their pockets. And I saw eyebrows raised a bit and then smiles coming over your faces and you thought, 'ah, they're welcome'. And I saw a genuine, 'You're welcome here' and I felt like it's going to be very beautiful because people, um, in churches that normally wouldn't have a concern or a desire to spend time making friends with the poor and the homeless...ah... the Lord says He's going to put a great desire in your hearts... hey!... and you're going to just enjoy spending time with them... and they will take fistfuls of your mints but don't worry...hey!... because they're going to share them with their friends...wow!

Note: She also shared about dam busters during this time.
Through Brian Beswick – November 2011

While on a business trip to the Gold Coast, felt the Lord impressed the following word for this region.

Gold in the Gold Coast ….when you dig a little deeper below the SURFERSace.

Our Father in heaven is bringing the nations and their kings to His Son here in this place. Will they meet His presence?

The Lord will call to this place and say, "Do not look to the past glories, or even those that you can make, rather reach to the Glory of God, pulling on heaven that it may dwell in this land, pursuing the face of God, Jesus Christ Lord of all nations. Pursue His presence that the nations may meet Him, and bring their gifts."

And the Lord will cause the wave of crime to come to a halt as He raises up waves of righteousness and His Spirit - these will sweep through this land as wee seek Him, and meet the hand of grace. Only go deeper, below the surface, for there you meet His glory, deeper into His heart, deeper in to His love, there you meet His mercy.

If sharing this I trust you will prayerfully consider it, and pray and act accordingly. Interestingly as if to confirm all this, in almost the exact space I received this revelation, my wife and daughter witnessed two citizens apprehend a robber who tried to steal something in the middle of the day in a busy shop precinct. They held down until the police arrive...the crime was brought to a halt. I do sense that the waves mentioned above will also be mirrored in the natural. I think that the reference to nations be brought to the Gold Coast refers to the recent success in winning the right to host the Commonwealth Games here in six years time...thus the time of preparations established